PRIVACY FLAP (PFLAP) I NSTALLATION I NSTRUCTIONS
Velcro™ Hook
(secures to Matrx back)

Our Privacy Flaps are designed specifically for use with all our standard sized InvacareMatrx Backs. Each of our standard Invacare-Matrx Backs comes with a pre-sewn
Velcro™ loop strip located across the bottom rear of cushion cover. One end of the
Privacy Flap is secure to the Velcro™strip on the back cushion cover, while the
opposite end is secured to the wheelchair seat pan or sling seat. Privacy Flaps are
available in 4 unique sizes (Xtra-Small, Small, Medium and Large). Flap sizes and
dimensions are identified in the table below.
Privacy Flap (PFLAP) Sizing*
PFLAP-XS

PFLAP-S

(10"x16" 26cm x 41cm)

(Width x Length)

PFLAP-M

PFLAP-L

Velcro™ Loop
(secures to sling-seat/seat pan)

(13"x16" 33cm x 41cm) (15"x16" 38cm x 41cm) (17"x16" 43cm x 41cm)

*Note: A Privacy Flap Compatibility Chart is available (www.motionconcepts.com) to assist
in determining the recommended PFLAP size for the full range of Invacare-Matrx Backs.

Double-Sided Velcro™
Hook strip (optional)

Installation Instructions:
1. Ensure the back is adjusted to the desired height, and remove the seat cushion from the wheelchair.
2. (Facing the rear of the wheelchair) Install the Privacy Flap (PFLAP) onto the Matrx Back by aligning the Velcro™ hook
on the PFLAP with the Velcro™ loop sewn into the bottom rear of the back cover (see (1) and (2) below).
3. Pull the opposite end of the flap through the gap between the backrest and the wheelchair seat and secure the PFLAP
(Velcro™ loop) onto the wheelchair seat* (3).
*Note: The type of Velcro™ pre-installed on the wheelchair seat pan/sling seat may vary. In order to secure the
PFLAP onto the wheelchair seat, it may be necessary to install the Double-Sided Velcro™ Hook strip provided (4).
4. With the PFLAP in position, re-install the seat cushion on the wheelchair.
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